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Online school management software is facilitated to communicate with students, their parents and
school staffs. Members of the school and student's parent can show every student's report by
gaining access through web. This decreases the burden of storing the application letters and forms
in the school offices as the software stores all the necessary documents received online during
admissions processes. There is a lot of paperwork that requires to be done each day. This includes
information on students, employees, teaching materials, properties, etc. Important thing about the
school is to get all the records to be stored  as any of them can required at moment. Storing such
numbers of data was not possible in such paperwork. The software takes care of all the data in the
school.

This aids to all the parts of school like admissions office, principal office registrar's office, school
stores. It is necessary for the school that every student remains connected to the management of
school. The school management has to undergo much longer process even if needed to find details
and roles of a single student. The software offers great aid to the faculties' members to gain access
the student's performance with no loss of time. It becomes more important for the parents to get
updated about their students. The school software management takes care of the standard of
school.

Now days processing of the information becomes significant for good result of managerial features
such as planning, leading, organizing and control. To analyze and figure out from the deferred data
is a long process.

The require of MIS is reporting varies from organization to organization, leading from the industry
level to education and personal management etc. Quality of the MIS depends on major five factors:
Time, accuracy, Completeness Consistency, and Relevancy. If these factors are well guarded while
building any MIS then it will be of great success.

Lots of the college management systems had embedded MIS reporting with their software. Every
stakeholder in the institution requires the prompt report and depending on these requirements MIS
Report format will vary.Each one has their own involvement in the day to day activities of the college.

Radio Frequency Identification tags replace both the EM security strips and Barcode.Radio
Frequency Identification is the latest technology to be used in library theft detection systems. Radio
Frequency Identification is a combination of radio-frequency-based technology and microchip
technology. The information contained on microchips in the tags affixed to library materials are read
using radio frequency technology regardless of item orientation or alignment. Ability to handle
material without exception for video and audio tapes. Radio Frequency anti-theft detection is
innovative and safe. High-speed inventory and identify items which are out of proper order. Long-
term development guarantee when using Open Standard.

The use of Radio Frequency Identification reduces the amount of time need to perform circulation
operations. The most significant time savings are attributable to the facts that information can be
read from Radio Frequency Identification tags much faster than from barcodes and that several
items in a stack can be read at the same time. While initially unreliable, the anti-collision algorithm
that allows an entire stack to be check-out or check-in now appears to be working well. The time
savings are less for check-out than for check-in because the time required for check-out usually is
extended by social interaction with patrons.
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